GyllieGyllie Java Developement
Terms & Conditions

For your commission to be accepted by Gyllie you need to agree with everything described in this
document. In case with disagreement with anything described here you are required to bring this to
Gyllies notice and the possibility in changing the specific topic will be discussed by both parties.

1. Pre-acceptance procedure
When a customer requests a commission to be developed by Gyllie the customer first tries to explain
the project in as much details as possible. After that both parties will discuss any unclear topic to
make sure the project is fully set out with no unclear sections left. After this Gyllie will make an offer
based on the project requirements which is open for discussion with customer to come to an agreed
price. Once both parties agree on the price the commission will be accepted and the procedure
explain in topic 2 can commence.

2. Development procedure
1) Before starting development, a 50% cut of the agreed price will be transferred to Gyllie. In
case of high project prices, a different percentage can be discussed on.
2) After confirmation of receiving the money from step 1 Gyllie will start development. During
development Gyllie will report on a regular base the current status of the project to the
customer.
3) When the project reaches a testable version customer will be invited on a test server to test
all the features and do some potential tweaking. In agreement customer can invite extra
testers but testing will only happen together with Gyllie.
4) If testing is successful and customer agrees any requested feature from the agreed design is
added and working the remaining money will be transferred.
5) After confirmation of the full payment Gyllie will hand over the project file to the customer.

3. After development support
Any bugs that arise after development finished will be reported to Gyllie by customer and will be
fixed with no extra pay.
In case of any bugs after upgrading the server version (main version so 1.X and not 1.X.Y upgrades)
the bug will be investigated and depending the needed time to fix this an extra payment may be
required and will be discussed by both parties.
In case of any change to the original agreed design or any new features not in the agreed design the
same procedure will be followed as described above and an extra payment will be discussed on.

4. Payments
All payments will be handled through PayPal as “Payment for goods & services”.
50% of the agreed price will be payed upfront, 50% will be payed after completion of the
commission. Changes to these values can be discussed as described in section 2.
You are not allowed to chargeback or refund any payment you execute.
If it may happen that due for unforeseen circumstances the commission can’t be completed a full
refund will be executed by Gyllie.
In case of cancellation of the project by the customer during the development phase a possible
refund can be discussed on but if development already started a full refund will not be possible.

5. Distribution of the goods/services
You are not allowed to share, distribute or sell the developed project in any way without permission.
If you want to redistribute the developed project you must discuss this with Gyllie and requires
Gyllies agreement before any redistribution is executed.
If you plan on selling the developed project to anyone wanting to use it, you are required to report
this before development start. This will cause a different way of pricing and can potentially end up in
a pricing structure with a set development price and a possible cut of all earnings gained by selling
the project.
If you plan to sell the project because of selling a full network or bigger project you should inform
Gyllie and this will be allowed in most scenarios but any further support on the project will be
terminated. In case continued support is wanted a possible small extra price may be required.

6. Changes to these Terms & Conditions
Gyllie has the right to change any of these at any point in time. If a change happens during a
commission is running, you will be informed about the changes. If you do not agree on the changes
there can be agreed on to keep using the Terms & Conditions as they were on the moment of
starting the commission.

